A leading provider of industrial noise suppression solutions, Vertex offers acoustical enclosures for areas sensitive to excess noise. These custom manufactured units are designed to meet our clients’ noise level requirements both inside and outside the building. With innovative noise absorption insulation technology, Vertex’s metal enclosures can be used to absorb interior noise creating a quiet work environment. Similarly, these metal buildings can be used to reduce noise transmitted throughout your facility and to neighbours in surrounding areas.

Whether you require an enclosure to house a compressor, generator, pump, blower, fan or turbine, we tailor each solution to meet our clients’ schedule, budget, environmental and regulatory requirements.

Self-Frame Housing Applications

- Compressors
- MCCs
- Radio Repeaters
- Security
- Treaters
- Wellheads
- Process
- Acoustical
- Manifolds
- Refrigeration
- Pumps
- Dehydration
- Water Injections
- Control
- Office

When the limitations of self-frame metal buildings are a challenge, Vertex offers a rigid-frame option. Features incorporated into rigid-frame metal buildings include:

- Large Framed Openings
- Suspension Requirements
- Overhead Cranes
- Vertical Lift Towers
- Equipment Lift Needs